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Kakashi kills rin episode

Might Guy (マイト'ガイ, Maito Gai) is a jōnin of Konohagakure. Master Tayjutsu, Guy leads and passes his wisdom on team members Guy. The contents [show] the background boy as a child. Guy is the son of Mity DeVoy, who was known throughout the Konos as the Eternal Fetus. Doy didn't bother with
the nickname and was instead grateful that other people cared enough to know him at all. Doi encouraged the same kind of optimism in Guy, as well as his belief that he was always young and that they could both become Tyjutsu masters through diligent training. Guy did his best to embody his father's
teachings, but he doubted that Davy's words were meaningless. He nevertheless loved his father, and when they called Devoy an eternal fetus, he fought ridicule with others; when one of these fights landed him at the Konos Hospital, Dovi encouraged Guy not to mind the loss and instead remember that
victory would be achieved by defending the things that matter. [6] Guy at his entrance ceremony. Guy applied to the Kono Ninja Academy but failed the entrance exam. Kakashi Hatakeh was not surprised by Guy's lack of talent in Ninjutsu and Genjutsu, which Guy chose as a supportive observation. This
power convinced kakashi's father, Sacomo, that Guy was not disabled by his shortcomings and might be offered a replacement in the Academy Class of the Year. [7] Guy was actually allowed to enter the academy with Kakashi, and after graduating, he was added to a team led by Chuza Akimicchi in
anime. At one point, the team entered the Chunin Konoha exams and went through to the finals; Guy himself went one-on-one until the last match, where he lost to Kakashi. [8] While on a mission during World War III Shinobi III, Guy and his team were attacked by seven Kirigakure swordsmans. They
were rescued by Devoy, who used the liberated eight-gate formation to fight seven swordsmans. Duy died from opening all eight gates, but it satisfied his one rule to use it: giving his life to protect something precious, namely Guy. [6] Guy at some point decided that Kakashi is his lifelong rival,[9] driven by
a desire to prove his stamina could be as good as Kakashi's natural genius. He constantly challenged kakashi to skill competitions, from eating competitions to rock, paper, scissors. Kakashi was indifferent to the competition, which only fueled Guy's desire to beat him. In anime, Kakashi won early in the
competition, but Guy soon began to take over and eventually achieved only one points difference in his grades, which has remained consistent over the years. [10] Guy is proud of his score despite the fact that, because of how diverse the competition is, he hardly represents anything. Kakashi and Guy
became good friends through their competition; Hanging out together on the night of Fox's nine-tailed attack, however it was prevented from helping defend the village, rather than being restricted at a barrier to keep them safe. In anime, Guy was aware of the losses kakashi experienced during and after
world war shinobi and tried to help him deal with them. After Obito Ochiha's death, Guy filled in for Obito while Minato's team was on a mission to the territory of Eva. When they were surrounded, Guy tried to give his life to allow kakashi to escape, but they were able to fight their enemies until
reinforcements arrived. In the wake of the death of Rin Nohara, the kakashi teacher, Hokij IV, sent Guy to the tail of the kakashi on a mission in case Rinne's memoirs began to reach him. This proved wise: when kakashi began to hyperuntilette from using chidori - the same jutsu that killed Rin Guy
intervened in time to save the kakashi and take him home. [13] After the fourth death during the nine-tail attack, Guy accepted a request to Anbo so he could help kakashi through his growing depression. Hokij III rejected his request that Danzo Shimura II, explaining that Guy lacked the darkness
necessary for Anbo-Service. Guy witnessed the darkness that Kakashi provided for him during a meeting with Woods' land, where the cruel kakashi killed all the forces of Woods' land. Guy asked Hokij III to take the out of Anbo because this kind of act did not become him. [14] When a third finally became
an accomplice, Guy suggested that Kakashi try to lead a team of embryos to help him rehabilit his lost kindness. [15] Team Guy is formed. The boy at some point heard about a guy in the academy who was able to use ninjutsu or genjutsu. Guy approached this rock boy Lee and encouraged him to use his
youth to continue training. Lee was eventually added to Guy's team along with Njie Hyuga and Tanten; [16] in anime, before accepting them, he required them all to show a willingness to succeed no matter the odds. [15] Guy had a special interest in Lee after the team's first visit, as Lee was willing to
become a splendid ninja who could only use Tyjutsu. Guy decided to devote his life to helping Lee achieve his dream and teach him all he knew from Tijutsu,[17] the same keys to his recovery that his father had taught him, encouraging him to use the competition with Njie to push him to new heights. [18]



Lee developed well under his guidance, as Neji and Tenten, though Guy felt better to wait them a year before entering chūnin exams. [19] Guy's character is a good guy pose. Guy is perhaps fully represented by his good guy pose: thumbs up, blinking, and winning smiles - complete with proverbial pings.
The gesture captured her optimism and confidence, as by hitting the pose she hopes to have every words Either now it's true or it will be true at times. It reflects his energy, as he will, through his understanding only to himself and the choice of others power young people (⻘春, seishun), eagerly seeking to
live up to his promise no matter the personal investment he needs from doing so than he needs. It's his deep emotional plumbing well because he only saves it for the most important promises to the most important people for important reasons, and as such tears often flow down someone's face
(inevitably guy's) when the pose gets struck. He is a very driven and committed man, both to his principles and to his teachings, constantly pushing himself to go beyond his limits. It was shown in anime that even after gaining effective use of Ninjutsu and Gjutsu, he makes it a personal choice to rely on
Tyjutsu only whenever possible, even preferring convincing disguises rather than transformation techniques. [20] Guy disciplining Lee, to be followed by manly tears. The boy can be serious at times despite his bizarre customs, usually when engaging an enemy who threatens Konoha or one of his
comrades. [21] But even his serious moments can be undermined by one of his odds: Guy has faced Kisame Hoshigaki on three separate occasions, yet on each occasion he has been fairly certain that he has never met Kisame before - Guy is aware that he has poor memory for the face. [22] From
observing the visvial youth that their students have, Guy may, in a moment of contemplative self-reflection, wonder if his youth has crossed him, only to immediately dismiss this as impossible because young people can never fade; if his student, Lee, must break one of the substances of his behaviour,
Guy disciplined him with a physical strike, only to then immediately start crying at the realization of the damage he has entered and the well-intentioned passion that leads Lee astray primarily. [23] Guy referred to himself as Konoha's Sublime Green/Blue Beast of Prey (⽊ノ葉の気⾼き碧い猛獣, Konoha
no Kedakaki Aoi Mōjū). Like many guy traits, the epithe epithising may be appropriate. Lee wholeheedly endorsed Guy, modeling his appearance and personality after Guy so that he could become as beautiful a man as Guy. For these similarities and their common grounds, Guy in turn is dedicated to
Lee, doing all his power to help Lee achieve his dream of becoming a taijutsu master. Their almost father-son bond is so powerful that it is sometimes uncomfortable for others. [23] In later years, Guy even established a similar relationship with Lee Metal's son and became a surrogate father/uncle like a
second father/uncle. [24] Neji and Tenten, though they also benefit from Guy's teachings, are only willing to join Antique Guy and Lee up to a point, or rein them in or leave them to their devices if their patience is exhausted. Niji &amp; Tanten Stock With Guy, and often only one participant is willing or
indifferent to their competitions. Instead of discouraging Guy, this motivates him more, as he wants to beat the cool, hip and trendy kakashi character. However, there is no hostility to their rivalry, and Kakashi actually sees Guy as one of his closest and most reliable friends: they work well together in this
regard[25] they can understand what the other thinks without being told.[26] and are concerned about each other's well-being. [27] Guy's appearance is tall and well muscled. She has a fair skin strong jaw, a somewhat large nose, and black hair. She is more noticeable for her sleek bowl-style haircut and
thick eyebrows; Naruto Uzumaki affectionately calls him the master of severe eyebrows (激眉先⽣, Gakimaio-Sensei, English TV: Bushier Brows Sensei). She wears a green jumpsuit, orange striped leg warmers, and a standard Konoha Flack jacket that normally leaves it without a zipper. Her red front
guard is covered like a belt around her waist. Guy's appearance has not changed substantially during his ninja career, though as an elf his jumpsuit was sleeveless and he wore scarves around his neck. As a child, he also had bushy hair that reached his chin,[28] and later exchanged his flak jacket for the
redesigned Cono model. After the Great Shinobi Iv War, his right leg is in a cast because of the damage he received during the war. Despite a poor start in his ninja career, even considering himself a loser as a child, Guy's potential growth may have been openly acknowledged by the famous Sacomo
Hatakeh. [29] He finally proved himself to be a late bloomer, growing into a very powerful Shinobi - as one of konoha's strongest known. His skills have been acknowledged by Akl Itachi Ochiha (who warned the whole of Akatsuki not to underestimate him) and even his rival Kakashi Hatakeh. [7] During
World War IV, Guy was trusted to fight six Tails on his own, and when he opened all eight chakra gates, he nearly beat Madera Ochiha as Jinchukriki de Tails (who compared Guy's performance to Hokij I), albeit almost at the loss of her life. [30] [31] Despite his permanent injury since world war Fourth
Shinobi officially ending his ninja career, after continuing rehabilitation,[24] Guy was able to adjust to this obvious handicap as powerful as ever. Eventually Guy became known as a legendary Shinobi. [32] Taijutsu Guy punches an opponent through the wall. Since Guy had little talent in ninjutsu and
genjutsu as a child, he devoted himself to his full taijutsu; his father, Dovi, called this basic knowledge of his strengths and weaknesses a virtue that most Shinobis did not have it at hand. [33] By adulthood, Guy is a taijutsu master, using his strong fist style to effectively adjust his attacking and battle
patterns Best deal with the situation with various non-principled strikes at the same time effect. Ultimately his combat skills are so effective that he almost never should rely on any weapon. His skill has even been acknowledged by Madera herself, who believes Guy is unbeaten in physical combat. [34]
After losing the use of his right foot, Guy's style has become a more steady balanced style on his left foot and his position so his natural weight works with him. He will use his remaining limbs to battle, even hit with his right knee and use the flicks and flings' hands to move quickly about it. His son has
been conditioned to an absolute climax of physical prowess with his ongoing challenge through difficult training of various surreal means. Guy's undeniable physical prolificness has allowed him to perform various seemingly inhumane masterpieces. Without the help of increasing the chakra, your raw may
be pretty impressive. With one hand, he is able to accidentally plow his opponent deep into a stone wall, and with even more effort, set up a clear enemy through it and far away. [35] Likewise, his speed is very fast, constantly being able to attack an opponent before they are fully aware of his presence, if
at all. [36] His stamina and recovery rate allow him to continue fighting for very long periods of time or return to battle ready in very short periods of time. Eight Gates Guy opens all eight gates, Guy is able to use and open all eight gates, a technique passed to him by his father. [37] His dominance over that
ability allows Guy to instantly open the first seven gates, without having to open the previous gates. With each gate he opens, various physical and mental characteristics are unlocked to his fullest potential, increasing Guy's raw speed, strength, and chakra level by significant quantities. As a result, his
body also suffers further damage as all eight gates open, which may cause final death. That's why Guy only opens a single gate to protect something or someone precious, a philosophy his father taught Guy and passed on to Lee. At the same time, Guy's extreme training allows him to afford to open the
gates for longer, being able to endure the sixth gate only with considerable fatigue, as well as resisting the after-effects of the seventh gate to continue fighting for a short period of time. Until World War IV Shinobi IV, Guy was able to repeatedly resist using gate seven before succumbing to its effects, as
well as immediately with the i measurable pain of the eighth gate. [38] Elephant Night Guy, attacking his opponent from a few directions. Guy has created several different techniques that he can do once certain gates have been opened: with the first gate, he can use the pile driving the front Lotus; with
the third gate, he eclipses opponents with punches through Reverse Lotus; With the sixth gate, Guy produces a series of quick punches that flare his hands through air friction, what he calls morning peacocks; with the seventh gate, he launches air pressure focused on opponents that spreads violently in
contact, creating what he calls the movement of killing his one shot, tiger throughout the day; with the eighth gate, his fist can shock powerful waves of air that can come from The distance used to create, what Guy called the Night Elephant; also with the eighth gate, he's the night guy, a kick of such speed
that the space around him is distorted. The boy of the night, though it almost kills Madara Uchiha as jinchūriki ten tails, is responsible for the irreparable damage to Guy's right leg. [39] Ninjutsu Guy Summons Ningam. While rarely doing any use of ninjutsu or genjutsu, Guy is still capable in them. He has
the ability to summon torthies like Ningam. [40] Furthermore, it was revealed that he has the chakra nature of fire and lightning. [4] Guy is least knowledgeable about another ninjutsu, recognizing the four red Yang Formations and talking informatively about its strength and difficulty. [41] He is also able to
fend off high-level genjutsu. Other skills guy use Sōshūga. Guy has other practical skills that don't require chakra to use. He has an outing with Nunchako, and with his personal mate, Sōshūga, he can knock through rock and deal commercial blows with Gonbai Obito. [44] He taught Tanten extensively in
using his various ninja tools, which he himself showed his mastery of. He took herbal remedies to help Lee with his training, though his benefits are unclear. In his largely one-sided rivalry with Kakashi, Guy has devised a way to combat user subscriptions by focusing on positioning his feet to predict his
movements and negating Stampian-based Genjutsu. [47] Hit part I Chūnin exams Main article: Chūnin exams after holding them for a year of training, Guy allows his students in Guy Tim (Rock Lee, Neji Hyūga, and Tenten) to enter chūnin exams that were held in Konoha. However he is concerned that
they may not behave, so Ningama will look out for them as they prepare to take the exams. Ningame catches Lee trying to use the front lotus in Sasuke Uchiha, defying Guy's instructions to only use it while protecting something worthwhile. Guy is summoned to rebuke Lee: he punches Lee as a penalty,
and then hugs him out of regret for punching him; Sasuke and members of his team 7 colleagues get agitated by the show. Knowing that team 7 students are Kakashi Hatakeh, he asks them what it is like to be a kakashi. He apologizes to them for Lee's behavior and tells them all to take exams before
going to the first round. Guy's team advances to the qualifying round of one-on-one fights before the final, and Guy watches and encourages his students' matches. when After being defeated by his opponent Tamari is severely abused, it prevents Guy Lee from getting into the fight against Tamari and his
sona-teammates. When Njie ignores Guy's request to bring the Hugha clan's family issues into his fight with Hinatha Hyuga, Guy intervenes in the race and restrains Njie from killing Hinata. When Lee is matched against Guara, Guy tells him an important observation that he has done: the chill that Gawara
has on his back may be remarkable. Although Lee takes this information enthusiastically, it doesn't help him against S.H.I.E.L.D. Shen Guara as soon as the fight begins. That's why Guy allows Lee to remove ankle weights, allowing him fast enough to bypass Gawara's shield. The guy saves Lee from
Gawara is not enough to speed up against Gaeara, which is why Guy allows Lee to use the front lotus. The stress that the front lotus does with Lee's body provides a brief opening for Gaara to escape unscathed, which she takes. Lee, meanwhile, is still experiencing the after-effects of using the front lotus
and is having trouble fighting the Guara attacks. The guy signals Lee to use the reverse Lotus, kakashi expresses frustration with Guy when he realizes what he lets Lee do, but Guy defends his decision, because becoming a splendid ninja is the most important thing in Lee's life, and defeating Guara will
help him achieve it. The reverse Lotus ends up failing, as Gaara uses the gore on his back to absorb the attack. Lee is unable to move afterwards, allowing Gaara to start crushing her arms and legs. The guy intervenes, forcing Gaara to stop, although Lee has lost the race and passed out, but his body is
lifted through muscle memory so he can keep fighting. The guy tearfully hugs him and assures him that he's now a splendid ninja Medich Nin will come to check on Lee, but from a close examination of his injuries to Tell Guy that the reverse lotus damage to his body is so severe that Lee won't be able to
continue living as a ninja. Guy has been devastated by the news, blaming himself for stopping Lee when he had a chance and reversed for Lotus training to him first and for first and for sure. A month later, on the day before the final of the Chunin exams scheduled to take place, Guy visits Lee at Konoha
Hospital. He finds Gawara in Lee's room and tries to finish him. Guy threatens to admit Guara as a hospital stayer if he does not read it. Guy wins Lee to see the finals the next day. Due to Lee's injury, most of the first-round matches have ended until they reach the stadium where the final will be held;
While watching the fight between Sasuke and Gawara, both Guy and Lee are surprised by the speed Sasuke copies of Lee using his Sharingan, though it makes sense to guy once he sees Sasuke using Kakashi. Konoha Konoha Main article: Konoha Crushes Chūnin exams are interrupted by the invasion
of Konoha and many of those watching the final are rendered unconscious by genjutsu. Guy is among those who fend it off and he teams up with Kakashi to fend off Ottogakor's attacking forces. While Kakashi arranges a team of embryos to go after Sasuke and Gawara, Guy defends the area and then
creates an opening for the fetus to get through it; 1000000000000000000000000 Guy and others then converged on the site where Hokij III fought Orochimaru, but discover that he is dead in battle. Guy attends a third funeral a few days later. Search for Tsunade Original Article: Search for Tsunade Guy
Kisame Attacks. When Kakashi is being arrested by Akatsuki member Keisma Hosigaki on the orders of her partner Itachi Ochiha, Guy arrives in time to fend off Kisma. Kakashi is unconscious as soon as he arrives, so Guy carries him to Asoma Sarotobi and Kornay Yuhi. They share with Guy Niggashi's
previous warning to look Itachi in the eye because of their sharing, but Guy already knows this and tells them how to fight it: look out for Itachian feet. He instructs Cornay to take Kakashi to a doctor and Asoma to help him keep Itachi and Kisama busy with the Anbo reinforcements he requested to arrive.
Itachi and Kisama are stepping down instead of fighting. The guy unwittingly attacks Giria, guy and others return to his home to rest, where Guy learns that Itachy and Kisama are after Naruto. As they speak, Sasuke comes to visit Kakashi and is confused by his current situation. Guy and others try to
keep the return of Itachi - Sasuke's brother - a secret, but is unwittingly revealed by Auba Yamashiro. Sasuke escapes to find Itachi, and Guy follows him. When he takes over, he makes a sneak attack without getting a good look at his goal, fearing itachi's sharing. He ends up attacking Jiraiya - who has
already driven off Itachi and Kisame - and Guy apologizes when he realizes his mistake. When Guy prepares to return to the Konos, Giraya asks him to take Sasuke, who was anesthothed by Itachian. Guy tells him that Kakashi is in the same condition, and mews that this, along with Lee's injuries, makes
him aspire to Tsonad's medical expertise. Giraya discloses that she and Naruto are currently searching for Tsonade. The guy wants him to make sure they find him that Naruto vows to do it. Guy moves with Sasuke, assuming Giraya is as ecstatic as Naruto is. (He is not.) Sasuke Mission Original article:
Sasuke's recovery mission when Tsunade brought to Konoha to become its new Hokij, Guy tracked him right after he finished healing Sasuke and Kakashi and begged him to look at Lee. After reviewing Lee, he agrees with other doctors' assessment that the damage is too severe for him to live as a ninja.
He can heal him, but he admits there is only a 50% chance lee will survive the procedure; he suggests that lee's risk is crushed and left by the news. When he's gone, Guy will take his regrets out because Tsonade looks at him, as Lee has now given up hope he's ever had. Guy later finds Lee at the same
spot where Lee first shared his dream of being a glamorous ninja. Lee muses how far he is able to get in his career using Guy's lessons from hard work and self-belief, but he now fears that none of those things can help him in his current situation. Lee asks Guy what to do. Guy says that Lee has two
options: he can give up a ninja's life and experience a lot of pain to give up his dream, or he can get the operation, and if he dies, he'll at least die pursuing his dream; Come to an end, Guy will be as well. Lee moves with Guy's words and decides to go through the operation. Guy is forced to leave the
Konos on a mission while Lee has his own operation. He completes the mission as quickly as possible and quickly returns to the Konos with, looking for tsonade despite his exhaustion so that he can figure out how things went. Tsonad tells him the surgery was a success that overwhelms Guy with joy.
Moments later they are informed that Lee is missing from his room, which overwhelms Guy with concern. Tsonad finds out that Lee has gone to help Sasuke's recovery team. What's more, he accidentally recalled his bottle for rather than his medication, which overshadowed Guy with fears that Lee might
unleash drunken punches on someone. Lee later returns safely and he and Guy immediately resume their training. Long live Dojo Challenge! Youth is all about passion! Main article: Long Live Dojo Challenge! Youth is all about passion! In anime, Guy hears about a dōjō that Lee has opened. Guy
prepares to challenge Lee in a (weak) fight that disguises himself as a stranger, but is called on a mission before he can issue the challenge. When he visits dōjō afterwards, he runs into Nanafushi, a thief disguises himself as Lee, and quickly destroys him. Third Big Beast Arc original article: Third Arch
big beast in anime, Guy goes on a mission with Yigara, a ninja of seemingly more talent than Lee. During the mission, Guy realizes that it's not really Yigara, but rather Located one of Ryūdōin's three brothers who accompanied him He seeks revenge for Guy for their father's death. They trap Guy and Lee
in a castle, forcing them to fight each other through artificial and silent proxies. They discover this trick by communicating through morse code, then by opening the first five gates, the stress of their high-speed attacks causes the disintegration of structures. The boy then explains that he was not
responsible for their father's death, and that their father actually respected Guy, prompting the brothers to apologize. Konoha Plan Reclaim Mission Original Article: Konoha Retake Mission Plan in Anime, Guy Leads jōnin Available Konoha to Prevent Suspected Invasion by Takigakure. They later discover
that Taki Nin only performs a training exercise. Interlude main article: In Naruto's Footsteps: Friends Trails is held in anime, about two years after Naruto Konoha left for training with Jiraiya, another Chūnin exam. Guy advances the qualifying round between the first and second rounds: the participating
teams must reach the Devil's Desert within three days to qualify for the second round. During this time, team 10 is almost killed by a giant scorpion while they are looking for food, so Guy gives them some. When the qualifying round is over, Guy watches as the second stage officially begins. [48] Kazekage
Rescue Mission Part II Original Article: Kazekage Rescue Mission Kisame Attack Team Guy. Tsunade sends Team Guy to provide backup to Team 7 on its mission to save the fifth Casekage from Akatsuki. On the way to Sonagakor to meet Kakashi and others, they are intercepted by Pakkun, who
informs them that the team tracked 7 Kazkij to an Akatsuki base in rivers territory. Team Guy is closer to Riverland than team 7, so they change course. Along the way he is attacked by Kaisma Toshigaki of Akatsuki, whom Guy does not know. Kisama covers the surrounding desert with water and fends off
attacks by Guy's students with his Samehada sword. Seeing Kisama's abilities, Guy gains the feeling that he has met Kisama before and irritated Kisime, who does not remember him. Guy defeats Kisama. Guy's team unites against Kisama and Guy is able to take on Samehada. But Samehada doesn't
allow Guy to use it and Kisame, meanwhile, is able to trap Lee, Njie, and Tanten in water prisons so that he can fight Guy without interference. Kisama begins to overcome him, forcing Guy to open the first five gates and attack with a peacock morning. Kisama fails, but when Guy's team examines his
body later, they realize that it's only a doppelganger meant to stop them. They continue to the Akatsuki base, but when they arrive they find they are unable to enter. When Team 7 arrives a little later, Kakashi identifies it as a five-seal dam maintained by a seal over the entrance and four more somewhere
in the surrounding landscape. Njie Locations Four others split with byakugan themselves and Team Guy to remove them. The guy fights his clone although they manage to bring down the barrier, thereby granting team 7 entry, each of Guy's team members faces a duplicate of himself as soon as the
barrier is gone. Not long after, Guy and his clones started fighting and matched each other's attacks. After being evenly matched with his clone, Lee communicated with Guy and the rest of the team who were in the same situation and suggested a solution: getting stronger than when the copies were
created. After listening to Lee, Guy managed to gain the upper hand in his fight and defeated his clone. After winning their battles, Guy's team reunites with each other and reaches the 7th team's place and arrives in time to cut off Didara's escape attempt. Unable to escape, Didara creates a suicide
bombing clone that Kakashi uses to save them using a cameo. Guy's team watched as Kazekage - dead because of Akatsuki - has been revived by Chiyo in exchange for his life. They attend his funeral in the sauna a few days later before returning to the Konos. Kakashi is too tired to use Camvis to walk,
and it is imperative that Guy carry him. The boy does this by giving kakashi a piggyback ride and challenging his students to keep up with him; although Lee is fascinated by this educational regime, others are extremely agitated. Akaatsuki Mission Suppression Original Article: Akatsuki's Suppression
Mission in Anime, Guy tearfully in his eyes attends Asma Sarotobi's funeral. Three tails appearance of the original article: The three-tailed appearance in anime, Guy teaches Lee and Tanten how to use jutsu collaboration by tying them together. Turns out it doesn't work. Pain Attack Main Article: Pain
Attack Boy Team gets medical care for Hinata. After completing a mission, Guy's team returns to the Konos. As they approach the countryside, they find a failed Gamabonta that informs them of the ongoing invasion of pain. They rush back to the village and upon arrival, find the badly injured Hinata
Hyūga from their struggle with pain. After taking her medical care, Guy and Lee are preparing to help Naruto fight back pain, only to be informed that Naruto has already won. Tim Guy joins the celebration when Naruto returns to the village with. Past Arc: Konoha Source Original Article: Past Arch: Konoha
Locust in Anime, Guy makes a drug to be given to Tsunade in the hope that it will take him out of his coma, which Lee delivers. Power main article: Power in anime, Guy is part of a force sent to the village of Hachō to help team 7 in his fight with Kabuto Yakushi. When they arrive, Guy and Lee fight the
naruto clone not the tail, but find they must open the fifth gate in order to keep up with its speed and strength. After Caputo's retreat, Konoha-Nin investigates the hole to try and explore caputo was very fond of him . Heaven's Life in the Boat is the main article: Paradise Life set in Boat Boy and others. As
the Konos prepare to approach world war Fourth Shinobi, Guy is part of a team dedicated to guarding Naruto while being sent into isolation, a fact naruto is not supposed to know about. In anime, as they make their way to their destination in the land of lightning, they take an indirect route so that Akatsuki
cannot find Naruto. It is attacked by a giant Marlene before they can even leave the harbour in the land of fire. They try to help a fisherman named Yūsuke catch Marlene, but Naruto discovers that Marlene is forced to attack because of a showman embedded in her head. When the salinity is removed, the
Marlins will leave them alone and they can sail, Guy and other bodyguards will be at sea soon after their journey begins and need to stop on Binsu Island for a short time to recover. They then encounter a ghost ship whose crew was killed by a giant corpse crab. The boy and others helped the crew
avenge their death by defeating the crab, thus releasing their souls. As they continue their journey, Guy is kidnapped by a giant bird who wants Guy to have his chickens baby. When Naruto and others come to rescue him, the bird moves them to a volcano where the ultimate summoning beast lives. The
boy and others team up with birds and other local animals to defeat the beast. In the following, their food reserves begin to run low, and Guy and Naruto eat mushrooms purchased from bandits in their frustration. The fungus causes them to act violently, but with the help of Shima's cooking, they can be
careful in time to prevent bandits from stealing their cargo. Towards the end of their journey, follows Guy. Guy took it to his head, which is not actually a, but a factor, and he attacks her. When others on the ship start defending kakashi, Guy concludes that they are also impostors and attacking them as
well. Kakashi is able to convince Guy that he is a real by recounting something from when they were younger. Afterwards Kakashi explains that he responds to a distress signal that Guy sent. Guy has no recollection of this and reckons he accidentally sent it, so kakashi goes back to the konos. Shinobi IV
World War: Countdown Original Article: Fourth Shinobi World War: Countdown Guy Attacks His Inside Self. Guy is battling the sea until they reach turtle island and Auba Yamashiro will take care of him until he recovers. When he is better, he goes to the Waterfall of Truth, where Naruto has already
encountered his inner self and overcome himself. Oba dares Guy do the same, and he suspects that the guy himself is not human. As his insides come out of the waterfall, he mocks Guy for his age and the loss of a young man he constantly preaches about. The guy wants to show up inside. What comes
out of the waterfall looks like an insect. Assuming it is inside himself and has been reshaping with the loss of his young soul, he attacks it to re-mold it. Auba informs Guy that he's not actually inside himself, enabling him to recognize it for what he really is: a puffer fish. Tiger during Guy's day against The
Great Kisama Shark Bullet. Killer B comes out of the waterfall and informs them that the fish is not a puffer, but akaetsuki's Casema Hoshigaki, who is trying to escape with information about Bey and Naruto. After quickly incapacitating B and Aoba, Kisama attacks Guy and starts swimming into the ocean
to send the intel he has collected. They were able to move as quickly as Kisame could swim, so B Perth Guy across the island in order to head Kisame off; That's not enough, so Guy summons Ningham mid-flight to use him as a jumping-off point to set him up the rest of the way. When he catches it,
Kisama has al previously passed information on to a shark that hides its identity with a thousand others so that the shark can escape the island. The guy tries to destroy sharks with morning peacocks, but there are a lot of people, and he's had to open the seventh gate, Kisame tries to stop Guy with his big
shark bullet technique, which guy tackles tigers throughout the day. Kisim, in death, finally remembers Guy. The tiger is unheded throughout the day by a large shark bullet, communicating directly with Kisama, creating a giant aftershock that not only beats him but also destroys the remaining sharks. As
Guy gathers information, Kisame expresses his surprise that Guy can avoid jutsu as powerful as tigers during the day until their third encounter. Since Guy remembers his previous two encounters, Kisame struggled to keep fighting, causing Guy to lose him. He returns Kisama to others so that Auba can
interrogate him. Instead of being used to betray his allies, Kisama breaks through clean fire from his cells, trapping himself in a blue prison so that Guy and others can't stop him and summon sharks to eat him alive. Guy deeply respects how and why Kisama chose to die, so he vows to remember him for
the rest of his life. They then examine the intel kisama was trying to send, which turns out to be Bobby trapped: each trapped in a blue prison and trapped next to a shark. Guy finally succumbed to the strictness of his previous use of eight gates and couldn't fight his shark, requiring others to save him.
Meanwhile another shark is able to escape with Kisama's information. Fourth Shinobi World War: Confrontation Of The Original Article: The Fourth Shinobi World War: The Confrontation Heals Sakura Guy. When the Fourth Shinobi World War finally begins, Guy is again assigned to the Third Division of
the Allied Shinobi Forces; his body still suffers from the use of eight gates, Sakura Harono tries Treatment. Guy recovers until the third part is called to help the surprise attack department, helping Kakashi, Sakura, and Lee by keeping the reincarned cart, Pakura, Charko, and Zaboza Momucci. Zaboza
covers the area on the moon to hide the movements of himself and others and put the 3rd Division on a defensive standoff. As the battle begins, Guy and Lee are able to intercept The Ahco attack on an ally. When casualties begin to rise, it reminds those nearby that mortality is inevitable and that they
cannot let that their settlement be eliminated. Naruto helps Guy and others. After kakashi defeats Zaboza, Mist disperses and the remaining swordsmen seemingly retreat. The next day in anime, Guy teams up with kakashi to keep Jinpachi Monashi and Koshimaro Corryara busy so the sealing team can
deal with them. They are finally able to reduce the number of reincarned ninjas to three, at which point part of the White Zetsu Army arrives to fight the Third Division. One of Naruto's shadow clones arrives a little later, helping to defeat Zetsus. In anime, the Third Division is attacked by an additional
reincarned ninja named Chen. A Tyjutsu expert like Guy, Chen is able to gain an advantage because his immortal body doesn't get bored, unlike Guy.' Lee saves Guy and by talking to Chen and fighting him is able to return his soul to pure land. [49] Shinobi IV World War: The Culmination of the Original
Article: Shinobi IV World War: The Pinnacle Of Guy and Save Naruto. Guy and Kakashi eventually leave the 3rd Division to join the original naruto and killer B in the fight against Bobby, arriving in time to stop Naruto from taking over. The boy releases Naruto from the coral that restrains him, and they all
attack the reincarned ginkgo that Toby uses as his six pain pathways. Toby has two of jinchūriki entering the tail beast mode, followed by four tails trying to swallow Naruto. Guy and want to help him, but they have to deal with others first: while Kakashi deals with jinchukiriki, Guy fends off the rot of a
crushed six-tailed wolf using morning peacocks. Naruto, meanwhile, is able to escape four Tails and release it from Bobby's control. The guy attacks the statue of demons, forcing the remaining Toby Jinchukrik to enter the tailed animal modes as well, expecting to destroy Guy and others before they can
release another tailed beast. As the five-tailed beast balls bear down on them, Guy considers opening all eight gates. It ends up not necessary as Naruto, entering his tail beast mode, deflects his attacks and then releases them from Toby. Toby is forced to remind the tailed beasts to the statue of the
demons of the outside path that he uses against Naruto, Bea, Kakashi and Guy, the fight continues into the night, and neither side wins when a light descends on the reincarnate jinchucaric, a sign. Impure's global reincarnation has been cancelled, Toby is taking drastic action and prematurely starting a
ten-tailed revival. When they realize what Tobi is doing, Guy and others focus on removing the evil statue before it can bring its alt-right to the full ten tails. Toby defends the evil statue from all their attacks, and as always, it is seemingly impenetrable to injury, and everything goes through him. After the
exchange, kakashi notices some slight damage to Bobby's mask, which has a theory about it. To test this, he attacked Guy and Naruto to Tobi: Guy allows Tobi to attract the Sōshūga he has been using, creating an opening for Naruto to attack with Rasengan. Bobby fades in this way, but Kakashi uses
his cameo on The Ersangan, causing damage to Bobby. This confirms the kakashi theory that Bobby also uses camvis and therefore must have a shared companion to kakashi. Toby confirms this and worries both kakashi and Guy because of what that means. Nevertheless, this information gives them a
way to attack Toby, though Kakashi is so distracted in his mind that he won't join until Guy brings him back to his senses. Their combined efforts succeed in removing Bobby's mask. When they see his face, Guy and know Toby as Obito Ochiha. The guy attacks The Motherhood, Guy, and especially
Kakashi, he's amazed that he's Toby Obito. Naruto doesn't know who Obito is, so Guy explains their history with him. Naruto points out that the past does not change the fact that Obito is now their enemy, which Guy agrees with and uses to try to help Kakashi recover from the shock of seeing Obito. Obito
will soon be joined by a reincarnate Madera Uchiya who decides to take nine Naruto tails and Bea's killer before reviving ten tails. The boy helps defend them - handing Obito to kakashi - but Madera is too formidable and Guy soon gets bored. Madera tells them that the fight against her is futile, which
Naruto refuses to believe. Confident Guy Moves Naruto and attacks Madera with the tiger during the day, leaving her away and leaving Guy who is no longer able to move. Naruto and others team up to try and destroy the evil statue, but they fail and ten tails are revived. B carries Guy to Naruto, who
moves him into his tailed beast mode to keep him safe while his chakra is reflotted. The battle with Ten Tails interrupts the process before Guy is fully restored and needs a to support him. Ten Tails attacks again, but with the arrival of the rest of the Allied Shinobi forces are rescued; Shizon heals Guy's
injuries. When United restrain Ten Tails, Guy and Lee open the fifth gate to join the attack against it, but Ten Tails breaks the freestyle at the last minute and fends them off. When Njie is killed in the battle below, Lee mourns him, the guy saying that Naji called him him. Live as long as they continue to fight
for the cause that he gave his life for. Naruto gives them abaya version 1 to protect them and strengthen their attacks, which they and the rest of the alliance use to remove ten Tails from the control of Obitu and Madera. Jinchūriki's tenth birthday original article: Jinchūriki Guy's tenth birthday does what he
can to help battle, but the long-running fight has left him exhausted and eventually Lee should help him walk. Following Obito's defeat, they are slowly starting to move on to where the rest of the alliance has been embroiled in another battle. Along the way, they notice The Fifth Kazkij, which takes Naruto
and Sakura Harouno in the opposite direction, towards where Obito remained in Kakashi's custody. It's wrong to feel something, Guy orders Lee to come back, in the face of tanten protests. They didn't recognize in time for Guy to save the from the truth-seeking ball fired by someone Guy: Madera Uchiha.
Guy is surprised to learn that it's Madera's, who has changed her appearance now that jinchukriki is ten Tails. The guy prepares to fight The Motherhood, Kakashi, and others explain that Madera is now impenetrable in all attacks except Sanjutsu and Tyjutsu. Although the reincarned Hokij IV is technically
capable of using senjutsu, he cannot do so in his current situation. So Guy decides it's his responsibility to fight Madera and open the seventh gate. He attacks with Tiger throughout the day, but Madera survives, and the guy who then weakened will have to be saved from one of Madara's truth-seeking
balls by Lee. As Guy's attack fails, Kakashi decides that no hope stands up to Madera. Guy corrects him: He still has the liberated Eight Gates Formation. Kakashi and Iv try to convince him that he doesn't, but Lee tearfully understands Guy's reasons. As he punctures his heart to open the eighth gate,
Guy thinks of his father and reflects that his comrades are valuable enough for him to give his life to protect them. The guy attacks Madera, Guy attacks Madera with an evening elephant, but the pain she experiences forces her to stop only after the first step. When Madera returns, eager to see what Guy
can do, Guy starts, successively delivering the first four stages of the night elephant to Madera. Kakashi and others, aware that Guy has a time limit, are the team to eliminate some truth-seeking balls that Madera uses her defense with. This allows Guy to hit Madera with the fifth step of the night elephant
directly. Madera survives, and even though she has blown up, she invites Guy to attack her again. The boy tries an extra night elephant that gradually damages Madara but, with his life about to expire, Guy realizes that he needs to use the night boy if he hopes to end things. She charges Madera and
kicks her next to her and wipes out part of Madera's trunk and Guy Boy's right leg bones succumb to the use of all eight gates and passes; His body began to sniff from the inside and his damaged leg began to crumble into the ashes. Madera's body was reconstructed from the damage it received and she,
as thanks to Guy for being such a great opponent, fires the truth-seeking ball at Guy to put him out of his misery. Naruto fends off the truth-seeking ball and uses his new Yin Yang freedom to consolidate Guy's life force. Naruto will take Guy to Lee after the attack on Madera, entrusting her to taking care of
her and assuring her that Guy would live. Kaguya Ōtsutsuki Strikes Main article: Kaguya Ōtsutsuki Strikes Guy coming to terms with his injury. Despite Naruto's attempts to stop her, Madera is able to cast infinite Tsukuyomi, trapping still unconscious Guy and the rest of the world in a dream. Naruto and
Sasuke Ochiha are ultimately able to free the infinite Tsukum, thus liberating the world and ending the war. Because of the damage he suffered in his final attack on Madera in his leg, Guy will be confined to a wheelchair for the rest of his life. Empty Hidden Kakashi Course: Lightning in the Icy Sky Main
Article: Hidden Kakashi: Lightning in the Icy Sky A Year After the End of the War, Konoha has been hired to provide security for the premarital trip of Tobishachimaru. Guy, who always wanted to fly, Lee sneaks him in and threatens to stop him being a teacher if Lee refuses. When Kakashi takes him, Guy
claims he is not interested in flying and merely wants to show that he can still be a ninja despite his foot injury. Kakashi doesn't believe him, but he lets him stay and finds a place for them to get off the trip as Atuy. During the trip, Tobishachimaru is kidnapped by the Ryūha Arms Alliance, which demands
that konoha release their leader from the blood prison; they start killing hostages if Konoha takes too long and blows up Tobishachimaru if their demands are not met. As Kakashi confronts the hijackers to try and rescue the hostages, Guy helps Ninken Kakashi by placing explosive tags spread around
Toshichachimaro. When all the explosive tags collide with, Guy also tackles the hijacker, drawing Rahyō into battle. Even if his leg is in a cast, Guy stays as fast as ever, allowing him to escape physical attacks reinforced with rahio ice. He is even able to provide some successful blows, though the
problem of disguising the pain it causes him. She brings out her Sōshūga in order to engage Rahyō, but watching Sōshūga's rapid swing moves her illness. Instead of being incapacitated by it, Guy turns it into a fighting style he calls the Sizki fist. As Rahio struggles to hit Guy, Kakashi is also able to free
himself from his restraint and fight Kahio. Kahio creates a huge hole in Tobishachimaru that starts sucking hostages. The boy sucked up too much before he did, but couldn't keep himself on the hull of the ship. Despite Guy's call for a to save himself, he loses his grip and they begin to fall. As they fall
through the air towards the ground far down, Guy makes eye contact with the and together they accept the fact that they are dying. They and the hostages are rescued by Sai, who brings the guy and the hostages to safety while kakashi returns to Toshichachimaro. Guy returns to the Konos and is
summoned before Tsonade. He tries to come up with an acceptable reason why he was riding on Tobishachimaru, but he doesn't believe it. He'll have to call from Suchikage III before he can punish him, so he'll tell Guy to design the face of the hijackers a few months later, after kakashi has become
hookage sixth, Guy is training lee who sees a read a letter from Kahio. Guy pretends to dislike their relationship, but states that he does not allow him to interfere with his duties as a kakashi adviser. Last: Naruto Movie Original Article: Last: Naruto Movie When the Moon Begins Threatening to Fall to
Earth, Guy stays next to the as he organizes konoha defenses. Konoha Hiden: The Perfect Day for a Wedding Main articles: Konoha Hiden (novel) and Konoha Hiden (anime) Team Guy attend Naruto and Hinata's wedding. Guy is invited to marry Naruto with Hinata Hyuga. He gets up early one morning
to do the rounds of the conos while he can think about what a gift he has to take them. He invites Lee to join him, but Lee has just done exactly that and failed to achieve anything to get to Naruto. Guy suggests that Lee try to come to Hinata instead, while thinking about a gift for Naruto. Lee thinks about
Hineata's life after a childcare wedding and housework. Guy thinks about Naruto's life after a home maintenance wedding and carrying groceries. Both simultaneously come to the conclusion that they have to buy dumbbells to prepare Naruto and Hinata for the life ahead. Lee and Guy, who are quite
pleased with this argument, embrace long and tearful embraces. On the day of the ceremony, Tanten instructs Lee and Guy how to behave at weddings. Guy later congratulated Naruto on the wedding with a thumbs-up. [50] New Age while no longer able to continue active duty as a ninja but still willing to
help grow a new generation, Guy became a teacher at the Academy,[24] giving regular lectures and teaching students at taijutsu. Konoha Shinden: Steam Ninja Scrolls Main articles: Konoha Shinden (novel) and Konoha Shinden (anime) NOTE: In the anime, the events of this arc occur after the Mitsuki's
Disappearance Arc. On the day of the Five Cage summit in Konoha, Kakashi and Guy, they met with their escort Mirai Sarotobi before leaving the village. Later, the group reached the land of hot water. There, they found it annually. Where a city was divided between two beliefs in its origins; Some believe
it is a cat spirit and others believed it to be a dog spirit. While initially enjoying the festival, they found Keiba Inuzuka and her girlfriend Tamaki, the cat breeder began to join the feud on various sides performing to their respective animal specialties. As their couple's arguments began to grow the city into a
frenzy, Mirai stopped the chaos by producing genjutsu of the dog cat spirit, telling people to stop feudalism. When Guy believed Genjutsu was a devil and attacked it, he casually hit the main wall that divided the city and convinced villagers that it was a sign for them to actually come together. During the
stop of a tablecloth, they met a young orphan named Tatsoami, who, despite not having the money, was determined to visit all the hot springs of the earth in memory of his late mother. At Mira'i's request, it was agreed that the little girl would be able to join them on their own trip. Later during the trip,
Tatsomy and Mira'i rumored in the hope of a nearby hot spring to let people talk to loved ones from the past. Kakashi and Guy soon found them and learned that the rumored hot spring was a commotion conceived by the remains of the near-forgotten Joshin sect to bring back its former glory and power.
Guy, along with Kakashi and Mira'i, quickly defeated the fanatics. It was later revealed that Kakashi and Guy's holiday was actually a cover for their work with hot water land to discover the truth behind the missing girls. In front of Momoshiki Arc Original Articles: Boruto: Naruto Film and Vs Momoshiki Arch
Guy watch the genin battle it out in the final round of Chūnin exams in Konoha alongside Kakashi and Iruka Umino. In anime, while Metal Lee continued to struggle with his anxiety of paying much attention to him, Guy suggested allowing young people to listen to his speech at the academy. During it, Guy
matters facing his problems if they hope to get past them, as he has to deal with his injured leg. Showing his point, Guy decided to play a sporadic game in a two-on-one handicap against Metal and Ioabi. The guy won decisively, though it's even easier than metal focus properly than most people don't
watch. Later, Lee decided to challenge his son to a race with many spectators, and told Metal that he should win if he wanted to learn eight Gates. During the match, Guy watched in pride as Metal began to understand his words and Lee told him that he began to use his anxiety to fuel his performance
and even moments of access to the first gate to win the challenge. The trio were then hugged with tears in joy at the proud moment, much to the discomfort of the audience. In other media footage Naruto Shippūden films the original article: Naruto Shippūden is the son of the film part of one of the Konoha
attack forces sent against the Mōryō army of stones Tactics stalls while Naruto and his team help Shivon reseal Mōryō. Naruto Shippūden the Movie: The Lost Tower Main article: Naruto Shippūden the Movie: The Lost Tower Twenty years in the past, Guy, Kakashi, and their peers wait in line for the grand
opening of Ramen Ichiraku. Road to Ninja: Naruto Movie Original Article: Road to Ninja: Naruto Movie When Naruto is sent to genjutsu world, he meets that guy of the world: he is a depressed, an energic, middle-aged shinobi who thinks of himself as an old man of his prime past. Video games may be
Guy's a playable character in the following video games: Vicky Youth's Spring Trivia has an article on the subject: May Guy in Shonen Jump magazine, Viz presents Guy's name as Mighty Guy in some previous seasons; this was again changed to Maito Gai in many graphic novel stories, and later to Guy



may change when the guidebooks were published. Guy's name may be a prank aimed at the archetype's hot head hero that appears in many movies and animes. Guy's appearance and customs seem to be based on Bruce Lee's appearance. She even uses Nunchaco and wears a jumpsuit. Pierot
Studios' Sti sheets from Guy show that he was 141 centimetres in Naruto Shipden Film: The Lost Tower, 151 cm during World Cup Shinobi III, and 170 centimeters during fox's nine-tailed attack. According to the databook(s): Hobbies Guy repeats the step side, and beats the focus thate. The guy dreams
of rematching with nigger-having foods favorite Guy Rice curry is incredibly spicy and Don Curry, though he finds it impossible to dislike food. Guy's favorite phrase overflows youth!! Is (とび出せ⻘春!!, Tobidase seishun!!). Guy has completed a total of 788 official missions: 86 D-rank, 270 C-rank, 210 B-
rank, 199 A-rank, 23 S-rank. In the ultimate Ninja Heroes, Guy calls himself the beautiful wild of Berg Village. In Naruto: Shipoden Episode 359, Guy states that he is agnostic of the pro-Uchiha character located at the Naka Shrine. Quote (to Lee) Yes!! That's what young people are all about! [51] (To Lee)
for those who believe in themselves... Hard work is worthless!! ... You look a lot like me, Lee, I've been a loser before, but these days I can even win against the elite genius of. I want to prove that even without ninjutsu and genjutsu I can become a great ninja who is your nindō right? It's a big goal, it's
worth working hard for! [52] What did you know about the boy? That kid has something valuable that we're going to give up his life to prove, so I wanted to turn him into a man who could succeed... It's all... [53] (To Lee) You worked hard Lee, there is no doubt in my mind surgery will be a success. You
have the power to shape your own destiny and in a thousand, no, one in a million chances of something going wrong, He'll die right with you. Ever since the day I met you, Nin do-Man has been teaching you to be the most glamorous ninja possible. This is a promise! [54] (About Kisame Hoshigaki) Free up
ninjutsu water... And that big sword! You have to... Someone I've met before! [55] (About Kisama) He was a righteous opponent. A man who lived and died like a real Shinobi! Kismeh Ho chigaki! I'll remember that name for the rest of my life! [56] A young spring has not yet faded! Don't lose hope! Maybe
we can't always do everything we want to do, but if we just do what we want to do, we never start... Just like my challenges to you, it's by no means just a show of courage or courage. The green days of the Konos ended. It's time for the beast to blush, he said. [57] (to Mothera) ... Maybe it's true... But
they just don't poodle and die!! They feed for new leaves, will become fresh! When a fresh spring comes and sprouts fresh leaves... It's the pinnacle of youth!! It's time to burn, deep crimson!!!. [58] References ^ First Information Book, pp. 56-57^ Second Data Book, pp. 153-155^ Third Data Book, pp. 168-
169^4.0 4.1 Fourth Data Book, pages 180-181^ Retsu no Sho, page 39 ^ 6.0 6.1 Naruto chapter 668 ^ 7.0 7.1 Naruto chapter 672 ^ Naruto chapter 599 ^ Naruto chapter 38, page 11 ^ Naruto: Shippūden episode 241 ^ Naruto chapter 503 , page 7 ^ Naruto: Shippūden episode 288 ^ Naruto : Shippūden
episode 349 ^ Naruto: Shippūden episode 357 ^ 15.0 15.1 Naruto: Shippūden episode 360 ^ Naruto chapter 179 ^ Naruto chapter 84 ^ Naruto chapter 180 ^ Naruto episode 21 ^ Naruto episode 21 ^ Naruto episode 193 ^ Naruto Chapter 179 ^ Naruto chapter 180 ^ Naruto episode 21 ^ Naruto episode
193 ^ Naruto chapter 180 ^ Naruto episode 21 ^ Naruto episode 193 ^ Naruto chapter 180 ^ Naruto episode 21 ^ Naruto episode 193 ^ Naruto Chapter 180 ^ Naruto episode 21 ^ Naruto episode 193 ^ Naruto chapter 84 ^ Naruto chapter 180 ^ Naruto episode 21 ^ Naruto episode 193 ^ Naruto chapter
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